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Abstract. There is a general agreement that problems which are highly complex ir any naive 
sense are also di@‘icult from the computational point of view. It is therefore of great interest to 
find invariant!; and invariant structures which measure in some respect the complexity of the given 
problem. The question which we are going to consider in the following paper are classification 
problems, the “computations” are described by questionnaires [3,10] or, as they ,.u-e called 
nowadays, by “brauching programs” [ 1 I]. The “complexity” of the problem is measured by 
classical topological invariants (Betti numbers, Euler-Poincare characteristic) OF topological 
structures (simplicial complexes, topological spaces). 
An information system (see [9]) is a quadruple S = (X, A, V, p) where X, A, V 
are finite sets and p is a mapping of X x A into V The set X is interpreted as the 
set of all objects under consideration, A is the se’; of all atrrhtes, and V is the set 
of descriptors. The mapping p is the so-called information function. p defines two 
adjoint functi 3ns, 
p’ : X + Hom(A, V), b : A + Hom( X7 V) 
(Hom(X, V) denotes the set of all mappings of X into V’J defined in the usual way 
by p(x)(a) :- p”(~)(x) := p( x, a). We assume that 6 is injective, i.e., different attributes 
define different functions X + V. This enables us to identify the attribute a with the 
corresponding function and to write a(x) instead of G(a)(x) = 
(a(x): x E X} be the image of the function a, then a can be consi 
of X onto Im a. By abuse of language we consider A to be the set of functions 
a : X 3 Im (2 and write S = (X9 A: instead of S 
Let f:X+Y be a ma 
condition is satisfied: 
a(x,) = a(x,) fbr a 
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the following diagram is commutative: 
x E x f -,Y 
A triple C = (X, A, f) such that (X, A) is an information system, and f: X -+ Y is 
a function dependent on (X, A) is called a classijcation problem. The function f is 
called the classifying function or the classification. By some technical reasons we will 
assume throughout the following paper, that all information systems satisfy the 
following condition: 
S is fully faithful, i.e., the function X + naeA Im a is bijective. This implies that 
all functions f: X -+ Y are dependent on S. 
1.2. Examples 
.I. Every boolean function f: {0,1}” + (0, 1) defines a classification problem. 
The underlying information system B,, = (X, A, V, p) is called the boolean informatio,: 
system of order n. It consists of X = {O, 1)” as set of objects, A = { 1,2, . . . , n} as set 
of attributes and V = (0, 1) as set of descriptors. p : X x A + V is the selec!ion functlo?~ 
defined by p((x,, . *. , x,,), i) = xi, and f is the classifying function. 
a Let C be a finite alphabet and L be a language over C. L is a subset af C* 
and defines a subset L” := L n 2” for any nattlral number n. Let fn : 2” + (0, l} be 
the characteristic function of L,, i.e., 
f0 { 
1, 
,, w := 
if wEL”, 
0, otherwise. 
Therefore L defines for every n a classification problem with information function 
f and the 
pica, 9 - l l 9 
underlying information system (Z”, { 1,2, . . l , n}, 2, p) with 
o,), i) = q. For #(Z) = 2 this information system is isomorphic to B,. 
.3. Let V be a finite set, called the set of vertices and let vo, v, be two 
distinguished vertices of V Take V’ = V - {v,}. A V-maze is a function d : 5[’ x (0, 1) -+ 
2)). A V-maze can be considered as a directed graph T(d), V being 
ces and E = {(v, d (v, i)): v E V’, i E (0, 1)) the set of edges. This graph 
has two distinguished nodes v. and v,. The outdegree of all nodes different from 
v, is two and v, is a sink of this graph, its outdegree being zero. V-maze d is 
called to be threadable, if there is a path in F(d) connecti~rg ~1~ with v,. In other 
ter_;ns: a V-maze d is a finite automaton with input set (0, 1). v0 is 
v, is the terminal state and d is threadable iff the language of this a 
-mazes. These are the objects of the 
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V is the set oi‘ descriptors, and 
5 
p : X x A + V is the function defined by p( d, ( v,, i)) := d (v, i). 
S( V) := (X9 A, V, p) is an information system which is the underlying 
on system of the classification problem ( V, vo, v,) the classifying 
function t of which is defined by 
t(d) := 
1, if d is threadable, 
0, otherwise. 
Since all ( V, vo, v,) with # ( V) = ra are isomorphic we write (n ) instead 
of ( V, vo, v,). Without loss of generality we can assume V= {I, 2,. . . , n) and 
vo= 1, v,= n. 
2. 
2.1. Procedures to classify via a given classifying function are the questionnaires 
introduced by Picard [lo] (see also [3-51). A questionnaire or a classifying graph 
over a given information system S = (X, A) is a quintuple F = (Q, Y, a, 6, qo) where 
Q is a finite set, the set of nodes; 
Yisafinitesetwith YnA=flanda:Q+ Y u A is a mapping; the nodes of act 
(F) := a -‘(A) are called questions and the nodes of term(F) := 6’( Y) are the 
results; 
8 = { 8,: 4 E act(F)}, 8, : Im a(q) + Q describes the strategy of posing questions; 
q. is the initial node, i.e., that node in which all enquiries get started. 
program. X aperatqs 
act(F) x X 
(41x) 
is a boolean information system I?,, F is called a branchhg 
partially on Q by the following function: 
+ Qv 
1--) qx:= S,h(q)(x)). 
This action can be interpreted as follows: Let 9 be a question, then a(q) is an 
attribute, i.e., a mapping cy (4) : X + V. To pose question 9 to t e object x E X means 
to apply a(q) on x. The answer of x to the question q is (q)(~c). This answer 
implies a new question or a result, namely 6,(a (g)(x)) whit e calI tax. The partial 
action of X on Q can be extended to X*, the free monoid generate 
XE X take qx”+’ := (qx”)x if qx” E act F. The seque 
describes the strategy of F asking uestions: after 
cy(qox”‘), rn < n, F gets the answer (~(~ox”))(x) which m;lkes F move to the node 
q()xm4 ‘. There are two possibilities: 
These is an ICZ with 
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Let &:X+ Y be the llowing function, 
to { F J$ := dl0x”), 
if qoxn E term(F), 
not defined, otherwise. 
If F is free of cycles (more precisely if the directed grap 
r(F) = (Q, ((q3 S,(i)): q E act(F), i E Im a(q)}) 
is free of cycles), then qx” # q for all q E act(F), x E X. In this case n(x) # a for 
all x E X and, therefore, eF is fully defined on X. So if we assume that F is free of 
cycles, then & is a fully defined function, which can be proved to be always (i.e., 
;ils.s in case when we do not assume that S is fully faithful) dependent on S. We 
say that F is a solution of a classification problem C = (X, AJ) if F is free of 
cycles and if SF =f: 
2. It is easy to verify that every classification problem admits a solution F which 
is moreover a tree (for the easy proof of this fact we refer the reader to [3]). In 
[3, J] we introduced different measures for the complexity of classifying graphs. 
One of these measures was the size of F: 
size(F) = #(act(F)). 
Let C = (X, AJ) be any classification problem. We introduce two numbers: 
size(C) = min{size( F): & = f and F is free of cycles}, 
and 
Size(C) = min{size(F): & = j and r; F) is a tree}. 
One of the most interesting and outstanding problems in theoretical computer science 
is the determination of the “‘small size” zF--~C\ ILc;\ U i of certain classification problems 
C. Though also the determination of Size(C) is not easy, it can be done in certain 
cases. The following section presents ome results concerning these questions. The 
detailed proofs of these results can be read in [3]. 
estio iree 00 
. Assume Y = (0, I} and let Fl , F2 be classifying graphs with 
Y, Cyi, S;, qi(j), i = 1,2. 
We define F, A 6;; and F, v F2 by the diagrams of Fig. 1. 
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bviously, 
size(F, A F?) = size( F, v FZ) = size( FI) + size( F2) 
and 
5 l=,hFt =tF,A 6Fz, 5 F,vF~=&F,~ 5F;- 
. In 1.2.3 we int d already the information system S(V) and the 
( V, uo, v,). The latte red as a special case 
n problem. Call a eadable for a given 
natural number 5 if it is threadable and if the path connecting v. wit 
length smaller or equal to k. Let ek = tk( V, vo, v,) be the c aracteristic function of 
the set of all k-threadable mazes, i.e., 
tk(d) := 
if CF is k-threadable, 
otherwise. 
be the corresponding classification problem. Obviously 
&( V, vo, ve) with k = # ( V) - 1. It is easy to verify that one has 
the following equality: 
fk+/ = (v (fk( v, vo, v) A t,( v, v, v,): v E v, 2, f 00, 2, # tl,)) v t, l 
From this equation one gets the following recursive inequality for s(k, n) :== 
size( k( V, vo, v,)) with n := #(V?: 
s(l, 11) = 2, 
n-1 
s(k+l, n)~ z s(k,n)+s(l,n) +2 
i=2 
=(n-2)(s(k, n)+s(l, n))+2. 
From this formula results: 
and this gives he following upper bound for s(n) := size( )) . e 
3.3. Let us give an example: 
(3), i.e., a classifying graph for 
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Fig. 2. An optimal solution for GAP(3). 
cu(U, n):= rtth element of U x 2 in lexicographical order, 
&J,“)(Y) = 
i 
(U v {Yl, n + 0, if n+l<2#(Uu{y}) and yf vII,, 
1, if y=v,, 
0, if n+l=2#(Uu{y}), 
40 = (i&-J, 0). 
It is easy to see, that 
(i+2) = (n -2)Y-3. 
For n = 3 we get size(F) = 5 and size(F) = 12 for n = 4. The first value is optimal 
and we believe that also s(4) = 12. But already the proof of this fact seems to be 
hard. The importance of the numbers s(n) is demonstrated by the following theorem: 
Let L be the class qf all languages, which can be recognized by a Turing 
machine with logarithmic tape and let NL be the class of all languages which can be 
recognized bqf a nondeterministic Turing machine with logarithmic tape. Obviously 
c NE. In order that L = NL it is necessary that s(n) is polynomial in n. 
The proof of this L.leorem can be found in [3]. 
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which is defined in t e following way: Let F, , . . . , I;;, be elements of trees(S) with 
Fi = ( i9 Y, ai si9 4iO)9 
then F:=a(.&,..., Fn) = (0, Y, Q, S, qJ is defined as follows: 
a(a) := a, a(q, i) :- lL?;(q)O 
Then we get act(F) = {a} u (lJy._, act( Fi) x {i)). The family of functions 6 is 
defined by 6fq,i,(y) := (6,(y), i) and S,(i) := (qio, i). The initial node q. of F is defined 
by qo:= a, which completes the definition of E 
Suppose we are given a fixed set Y To every element y E Y we define the following 
trivial classifying tree: 
consisting of one node only. For the next theorem we consider by set theoretic 
reasons only classify;ng trees F = (0, Y, a, 6, qO) with a fixed set Y of possible 
results of the classification. 
em-e 2. (trees(S), A) is a free algebra and the set of all [y] forms a set of free 
genera tars. 
The proof of this theorem is given in [3]. 
4.3. Consider the following binary relation - on the set of all classifying trees. 
(1) For = G A and y E Y, a([~], . . . , [y]) - [y], holds. 
(2) If a, b t^: A, then 
(3) Suppose t=a(t,,..., t,)and ticontainsasubtree t’=a(t’,,..., tk).Let t-t’ 
be the tree arising from t by replacing t’ by t:, then t - t - t’. 
nitio A. The congruence relation = generated by - will be called the syntactic 
congruence of classifying trees. 
Consider the example described in Fig. 3. 
WQ classifying trees F, and F2 will be called se 
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Fig. 3. Transformation of decision trees. 
e0N? Syntactical and semantical equivalence are equal, i.e., for all c!assifying 
trees the foliowing holds: F’, = F2 if and only if FI = F2. 
4.7. Warning. For this theorem the assumption that S is fully faithful is of 
significance. See [3, Example 4.131. 
In 2.2 we introduced the notion of the “big size” of a classification problem 
Size(C) := min{size( (F) is a tree). 
every classification has an 
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first consider the problem efine a(n) := Size( 
to give a recursion which allows to compute these numbers and to give lower bounds 
.2. Let V be a finite set with two distinguished elements uQ a.nd l-~ Jr, !..2.? we 
introduced V-mazes as functions d : V’X (0, l} + V with V’:= V -{ ve}. A partial 
V-maize is a partial fu ction d: V’x{O, 1) a V. As for V-mazes we tail consider 
the directed graph r(d) with V being the set of vertices of I’(d) and E, the set of 
edges, being defined by 
E := ((v, d(v, i)): (v, i) E dom d}. 
Let d be a partial V-maze. Let reach d be the set of all u E V which are reachable 
from v. by a path from u. to ZJ. d is calle ’ trunk if dom d C_ (reach d) x (0,l) and 
a complete trunk if equality holds in this iclusion. d is treadable if v, E reach d. d 
Is called to be disconnected if it is not threadable and stably disconnected if all 
extensions d’ 2 d are disconnected. Let d be a partial maze. Define 
d”= d &((reach d) x (C),1}) n dom d. 
Obviously d” Is a trunk and it is easy to see that d is stably disconnected if and 
only if d” is a complete disconnected trunk. Let F be a tree solution of ( V, Do, r-J,) 
and let 4 be any node of F. Let 
X0 XI X2 X r, - I 
40-q,- qz-” l - q, 
be the path in F connecting the initial node q. of F with q. Since 
a(q&A= V’x{O, 11, 
we have a(qr) = (v,, i,). Consider the set (((v,, i,), x,): t = 0, 1,. . . 9 n - 1) which we 
call dq. 
5.3. If F is an optimal tree&r n dq IS the graph of’s partics/ 
function d4 : V’ x (0,l) 2 y i.e., d4 is a partial maze_ reover : 
(1) d4 is a trunk for all nodes q of F. 
(2) For all q E act(F), d0 is neither complete nor threa . 
(3) For all q E term(F) with a(q) = 1, dq is threadable. 
(4) For a/l q E term(F) with Ey( q) = 0, dq is complete an isconnecte i.e., stably 
isconnected. 
very 
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Fig. 4. The graph A”. 
of N*. Consider the following graph 
V”:={(x,y)~N*:Q~y~x, 2SxSn}u{1,2,...,2(n-1)}, 
E”:={((x,y),i,(x+l,y)): ic{1,2 ,..., n-x}}u 
{((x,y), i, (x,y+l)): iE{1,2,. . .,x- l},y<x}u 
{((x,y), Lx+y-0: YQI. 
Consider the pictorial representation of n in Fig. 4 where we have omitted the 
edges of the third kind between (x, y) and 
If F is an optimai sohdon for (n), then F is Q mueying tree of the 
implies that a(n) = size(F) is equal to the number of simf !e EGG 
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to be J~omogeP10r.k~ (sometimes also called pure) if all 
have the same length. A homogenous poset satisfies the Jordan- 
Dedekind condition: if x and y are two elements and if x < y, then PSX := {z: z c x}, 
P ax := {z: z 2 x} and [x, y] := {z: x =S zs y} are homogenous. 
The symbol “CC’ denotes the covering relation: x my, if x <y and if x < z s y 
implies z = y. If P is a finite homogenous poset then a rank function r: P+ N can 
be defined as follows: 
(1) If P has a least element then we define r(O):= 0, otherwise we define 
r(x) := 1 for all minimal elements X. 
(2) If . . *dy, then r(y) := r(x) + 1 I
Definitiion 6.2. An arsenal is a finite homogenous poset having a maximal element 
1 and a minimal element which is the underlying set I’ of vertices of a directed 
graph (r, E, o, t). As usual we assume, that o and t are functions from the set E of 
edges into the set r of vertices. o(e) is the beginning and r(e) is the end of e. 
Moreover we assume that E is divided into two disjoint subsets E = E,u Eb, the 
elements of E, are called amalgama;lions and the elements of E,., branchings. By 
abuse of language we call the arsenal, defined by (JY, E,, E,,, o, t) also K The 
following conditions are to be satisfied: 
(Af) If eE E,, then o(e)< t(e). 
(AZ!) If x, y E pS x my, then there is an e E E, with o(e) = x, t(e) = y. 
(AS) If eE E,,, then i(e)< o(e). 
(A4) For any x E r3 x‘ # there is an Ed Eb with o(e) = x5 t(e) <x. 
efinition 6.3. A homomorphism of the arsenal r’ = (r, Ei, EL, o’, t’) into th 
arsenal r* - I  W*, E& Et, 02, t2) is by definition a triple (a, aa, d$,) consisting 
functions 4p : r’ + r2, @,: EA+ E& Cp,: Ek+ Et and satisfying the following con 
tions: 
(HI) Qb i.r; a homomorphism of the poset r, into the poset rz. 
(H2) 02QF = Go, and t& = @t, for s E {a, b}. 
6,4. Remcrrks 
. Let e E E be a branching. r(t(e)) S r(o(e)). 
r(o(el)) - r( t( e)) is called the degree of the branchi 
will be called trit&aI,, An arsenal is called a boolean a 
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Suppose e E y be F’ Then t(e) 6 o(e). Since e is nontrivial, r(e) = 1 and therefore 
t(e)do(e). By (A2) there is an amalgamation e’ with o(P) = t(e), t(2) = o(e). 
In general, o.le has the following result: 
For any branching e there is a path from t(e) to o(e) the edges of which are 
amalgamations only. This means that to any branching there is an inverse sequence 
of amalgamations. 
This is true because t(e)s o(e). Theelcfore t(e) = o(e) or 
Due to (A2) we get the result. 
3. (r, E, o, t) is strongly connected, i.e. for every pair of points X, y there is 
a path 
‘I =2 e ,a - 1 
x=x*-x~-“‘-x,=y. 
roof. IJsing (A4) we get a path 
el =2 e III-1 
x = x1 ---+X*-“+‘~*-Xm= 
with +EEbfor i=l,2 ,..., m-l. Since s y, (A2) gives the result. 
. Consider the free category C defined by the graph (I’, E, o, t). The objects 
of this category are the elements of r, the morphisms p : x + y are the pathls connecting 
x vith y., Consider the following two functions w, 11: E, u Eb + N: 
w(e):= 
1, if eE Eb, 
0, otherwise, 
arJ lel:= 1. w and II can be extended to functors w, 11: C + N in a unique way. It is 
obvious that, for any path p : x -+ y, w(p) 5 i pi holds. 
Let x, y be two elements of k The information of y with respect to x is 
I(yJx):=min{w(p):p:x+y} 
aiid the distance of y from x by 
d(x, y):=min{)p): p:x+y), 
-+ y is a path from x to y. I(x) := 
, x) is called the distance of x. The 
) is called the information and 
ng properties are obviously @e: 
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the corresponding points. or arsenals we assume the following additional laws to 
be respzztc: d: if x CJ: then th int correspoijdin to x is on a lower level than 
refore, arrows representing amalgamations have 
direction. Trivial branchings will be omitted in the pictorial 
representation. In case of boolean arsenals every nontrivial branching 
a&malgamation. nce branchings and their inverses can be considered like edges 
in a non-direct graph and this leads us to represent hem by lines without an 
orientation given by an arrow. It is always clear, which of the two directions is the 
branching and which the amalgamation: the branching goes always down and the 
inverse amalgamation up. Consider th two examples of boolean arsenals described 
in Fig. 5. For b, we get, obviously, I( ) = 1 and for b2 one obtains: 
4(1)=0, 
I(z) = 1, 
I(0) = d(y) = 2, 
Let r be an arsenal and let G be the automorphism group of E Let gx be 
the image of x, if we apply g E G and let Gx = {gx: g E G} be the orbit of x. 
r = ( r9 E,, Eb 4 6, f) is by definition the following arsenal: its vertices are the orbits. 
Ef Gx, Gy are two orbits, then we define: Gx c Gy if there is a g E G with x < gy. 
In this way the set r/G of orbits becomes a poset and it is easy to verify, that 
Gx 4 Gy iff there is a g E G with Y -go’ Therefore we defne: 
J!?~ := ((Go(e), Gt( e)): e E E,}, k!?,,:= {(Go(e), Gt(e)): e E Eb) 
and 
o(Gx, Gy) := Gx, t( Gx, Gy) := Gy. 
The canonical mapping @:r-,f with @(x)=Gx, @Je)=(Go(e), Gt(e)), for eE 
E = E, L.J Eb, s E {a, b} is a homomorphism of r onto E It is easy to verify that 
4x) = W(x)), d(x, y) = d@‘(x), @(Y)), I(xly) = MW, WY))= 
6.9. Let 5 = (X, A, y p) be an information system which is assumed as always 
to be fully faithful. S defines an arsenal r(S) = (r(S), E,, Eb 9 o, t) in the foliowimg 
manner: r(S) is the lattice of all equivalence relations on X. are 
equivalence relations, then e( s D if xCy implies x In other words: eve 
equivalence class of D is union of equivalence classes of 
Fig. 5. he arsenals 6, and Q2. 
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relation where all elements cf X are equivalent and is the identity relation. Let 
a E A be an attribute. It defines for every equivalence relation C an 
equivalence class E of C il branching e( C,E,o) with &(CJ,~)) = C and 
to be defined in the following manner: 
(1) If xti E, then (xDJ iff xCy). 
(2) If XE E, then (xDy iff xCy (i.e., y E E) and 6x(x) = a(y)). 
D will be denote y C +,a. So ti?e ciass E is branched into subsets of equivalence 
classes of the eq lence relation Ker a. Because X is assumed to be fully faithful, 
condition (A4) of Qefinition 6.2 is satisfied because if C is not the identity relation 
then there is at least one class with more than two elements which can be separated 
by at least one attribute. The rsenal T(S) is called the arsenal belonging to S and 
S(S) is called the reduced arsenal belonging to S. If S = & is the boolean information 
system defined in .2.1, then we call T(B,,) the boolean arsenal of o r n. Moreover 
we define b, := r(B,) and call b, to be the reduced boolean arsenal of order n. ?‘he 
reduced boolean arsenals of orders 1 and 2 are represented in Fig. 4. 
Remark that elrery classification problem C = (X, A, f ) over a given information 
system (X, A) defines an equivalence relation Kerf on X, which is an element of 
T(S), and therefore an element kerf= @(Kerf) of the corresponding reduced 
arsenal. We will prove in the next proposition that I(Kerf) = I(kerf) is a lower 
bound of the size Df f in the sense of 2.2. 
Z(Ker f) = I(kerf) = size(f). 
For the proof of this proposition we need the following lemma: 
In any questionnaire F which is j’ree of cycles there is a question q with 
. Suppose that for every q E act(F) there is a v4 E Im a(q) with S,( VJ E act(F). 
fine r(q) := S,( z$. Then 
q--Lb n(q) vn’fl: *2(q) .Lzk!_* l . . 
is an infinite path in act(F) which contains a cycle because F is finite. 
ionnaire without cycles, $= & and let q 
et F’ be the questionnaire which arises 
we add a new element y, to the set V 
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roved so far that to any .f there is 
size(f’)Qize(f)-1. 
By induction one gets I(kerf) s size( f ). The other inclusion can be proved by 
constructing a questionnaire using the I(ker f) branchings as questions. 
posets 
7. I. Simplicial ccemp Eexes 
A jnite simplicial complex K is by definition a nonempty family of nonempty 
subsets called simplexes of a set {v} of vertices such that 
( 1) any set consisting of exactly one vertex is a simplex, 
(2) any nonempty subset of a simplex is a simplex. 
For details we refer the reader to [ 133. A simplex s which is contained in a simplex 
t is called a f~cne af t. The dimension of a simplex S, dim s is the maximum of the 
dimensions of all simplexes of K. The maxim21 sim#excz, i.~ those sifnplexec, &ich 
are maximal under inclusion, are called facets. K is said to be homogeneously 
n-dimensional if every simplex is a face of an n-dimensional simplex. So in this 
case all facets are n-dimensional. 
Every finite simplicial complex K defines a finite poset (K, c ) the elements of 
which are the simplexes of K and these are partially ordered by inclusion. If K is 
homogeneously n-dimensional, then the corresponding poset is homogeneous of 
rank n + 1. kt? rank function r satisfies obviously the following condition: r(s) = 
dims+l. 
Let P be an arbitrary poset. It defines a simplicial complex (P) in the following 
way: The vertices of d(P) are the elements of and the simplexes of 
nonempty subsets {acOY x1,. . . ,x,,) of P such that q,cx,~*. l CX,,. If 
simplicial complex, then K ’ := A(K) (K to be considered as a poset) is 
barycentric subdivision of 
7.2. Conditions 
The set of vertices is A x V, 
plexes is the set of all S-conditions considere 
The facets of 
dimension h? 
CO 
(S) are the fully defined functions e : 
(S) is a homogeneously N-dimensional simplicial 
I% x is an arbitrar- object of X, then p(x) is a facet, calle 
belonging to x. Let e be a condition and let x be an object of X. We say that x 
satisfies c if, for a!1 a E Idom c, a(x) = c(a) holds. Let Sat(c) be the set of a31 objects 
which satisfy c Obviously the following condition is true: 
at(c) if and only if c c P(X). 
.3. Let B,, = (X, A, V, p) be the boolean information system described in P.2. 
n = II: X = (0, 1)” can be mapped one to one onto the set of vertices of the 
n-dimensional cube C,,. Qn the other side 1 (&,)I, the geometric 
Caad(B,,), is a convex polyhedron which is to C,. In case n = 3, 
the octahedron (see also Fig. 6). Every condition c represents asimplex 
i.e., a face of &,)I. We leave it as an exercise for the reader that Sat(c) is a 
subset of (0, 1 ch forms the set of vertices of the face of Cc, which is dual to 
c. From this follows that c is uniquely defined by Sat(c) and that the simgiicial 
ond( B,,) consid ered as a poset is dual to the poset 9( Cn) of faces of the 
n-dimensional cube C,. 
Fig. 6. Cmd(B,) and the %hree-dimensional unit cube. 
here are different 
Information system describe 
conditions cl = ((Z&O), (3,O 
as follows: 
tions. Consid,er the boolean 
= 3 and let cl, c2 be the 
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If we assume the set of attributes given in a certain order, A = {a,, . a,}, 
D w,,, is a representation of the condition c. For cl, c2 we get: c, = 
Assume S = B,, to be a boolean information system (see 1.2. I). 
a given S-condition C the natural numbers Ed (i E dom c) in the following way: 
I 1, if c(i) = 1, 
Ei:= I-1, if c(i)=O. 
Let xi’ =-Xi, xi’ =lXi =x. Then 
A x ,;: 
iEdom c 
is called the prime implicant description of c. Consider an object x = (x, , . . . , x,,). 
The following equivalences are true: 
c for all i E dom c, 
( Xi = 1 iff c(i) =TT 1) and (TXi = 1 iff c(i) ~0) holds 
pi cc-p(x) 
Since c is completely defined by Sat(c), the prime implicant description gives a 
complete characterization of c and we write, by abuse of language, 
C = A x;I . 
dom c 
cI and c? we 
Cl = Ji-gj) c2 =x,x2. 
Dually to the prime implicant descriptio be 
v xi”, 
it dom 4‘ 
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Hence the prime clause description is also a complete description of c and we write, 
by abuse of language, 
C= V Xf’l . 
iEdom c 
For c1 and c2 we get 
Cl =X2VX3, c2 =q v x2. 
Let P be a finite homogeneous poset and let g : P 2 Y be a partial function. 
We will say that an element a E P is colored, if it is in the domain of g. The value 
g(x) will be called the color ofx. g : P S+ Y is called a precolol-mg of P and (P, g, Y) 
is called a precolored poset if, the following conditions hold: 
1 maximal elements of P are colored. 
(2) If x is colored and x c y, then y is colored and has the same color. 
g is called a coloring and (P, g, Y) is called a colored pose? if in addition to 
properties (1) and (2) the following holds: 
(3) If x is an element of P and if all y with x < y are colored and have the same 
color, then x is also colored (and has, as a consequence of (2), the same color). 
Let (P, g, Y) be a precolored poset. Let max( P) be the set of all maximal elements 
of R Condition (3) is equivalent to either one of the following conditions: 
(3’) If x E P and if all y with x~y are colored and have the same color, then x 
is also colored. 
[Y’j If x E P and if all y with x < y and y E max( P) have tho same color, then x 
is colored. 
Obviously every precoloring g can be extended in a unique manner to a coloring 
S by the following procedure: 
x E dom g iff all elements y E max( P) n P,, have the same color. 
If this color is yo, then define g(x) := yo. 
. A subset U of P will be called an ascending subset (sometimes these subset; 
are also call.ed open subsets, because they define a topology in P)., if x E U, x < y 
implies y E U. U is ca led pure if either one of the following conditions (which are 
equivalent to each other) is satisfied: 
(11) If x is an element 0 if al! v with x <y are in U, then x E U. 
f Ic is an element of if alll > with K my are in U, th 
f Ic is an element of if all y with x < y and y E max( 
XE u. 
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1fg:Pa is a precoloring, then the following property is obviously satisfied: 
e(g_“(y)) = g-‘(y) = I? 
Let us define: 
4g):= u re(g, y) = dom g, 
_VC Y 
Ix(g) := P-Pure(g). 
Then the following e 
Qb= we(g) n Mix(g). 
Define the closure of ure(g, y) to be 
(g, Y) := {c E 
ure(g) are pure subsets of P and therefore ascending. x(g) 
is a descending subset of J? Therefore in case that P is a simplicial complex, x(g) 
is a subcompPex of P but mre(g, y) and ure(g) are not. This leads us to the 
following definition: If P is a simplicial complex and if g is a co10 ing of P (vvhere 
P is consideretd as a poset) then we define: 
This definition forces ure(g) to be simplicial complexes. 
‘7.6. Let K = (S, V, f) be a classification problem and let S = (X, 
r-lying information system, which is assumed as al 
As we have already seen in 7.2, S defines a simplicial complex (S). The maximal 
elements of a(§) are the facets of (S) which in turn 
]JaEPL Im a. Therefore we can define the function 
are the elements of 
g : max( (S))+ fl Ima-, 
(S) which defmes in turn a eokring 
(f *) is a subco ) am 
y 7 6 and are t ex 
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7.7. Consider the following example of a boolean function f: 
f- _ _ X1X2X3 V .ZlX$3. 
Let c, c2 be the two co&t ns introduced in 7.2.4. Then c, E 
To be more precise: c2 E ure(f, 0). To prove the first we remark that f (1 
but f(0, 0,O) = P. To prove the second we remark that 
re($, 0) = (c: f( 
But x E Sat( cz) implies 3, v x2 = 0 and therefore f(x) = 0. 
~~Qiogicai co erations 
.I. Let K be a simplicial complex. The geometric realization 1 
definition the set of all functions p defined over the set of vertices of K with values 
in the interval [0,1] c R satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) supp~:={uEK:pp(v)fO)EK; 
(2) Zv& P(V) = 1. 
2. Assume S to be fully faithful. Then for the ith homology group of 
a(S) with coeficients in Z holds: 
6-n 
Hi( L9; a = 
i 
L, if i = C, 
Z’, if i= N-l, 
0, otherwise, 
where t = (m - l)N with m T= #( Y), IV = #(A). vrn = 2 (the case of boolean informa- 
tion systems), then 1 (B,,,)I is home the ( N - 1) -dimensional sphere. 
( Graw proved moreover, that in genera is shellable and lCond( S)l is a 
bouquet of t ( N - 1 )-dimensional spheres.) 
3. Let K be a classification problem with underlying information system 
K) is a subcomplex of (S), homogeneo sional. 
omotopical equivalent o the complement of 1 S)l* 
siti uality). if S = BN+, then 
connected by the following isomorphism : 
(si, ix(K); F). 
is any Jie!d of characteristic zero. 
his theorem allows to compute the homology groups 





be the Betti numbers 
the following: 
&m(K); E’;, 
), respectively. Then Propositon 8.4 yields 
ssume IV 2 3. Under the assumptions of 
if N_2>i>O, 
The following result gives evidence that classification problems which are dif5cuk 
from the topological point of view are: computational intractable. 
4 
Size(K) * (h,( re(K))4)f(m -- I). 
Corolla .7. If m = 2, then 
m(K)) -- 1= h,,,_*( 
i.e., classi$cation problems with many ‘b( N - &dimensional holes” are sf high com- 
plexity. 
. Let K be a finite simplicial complex. The alternating su 
x(K):= f (-l)‘#{sEK:dims=i}= C (-l)dims, 
1=1 SEK 
i.e. the number of simplexes of even dimension minus the n 
odd dimension is a topological invariant because 
)= f (--1)j dimF 
i=O 
where F is an arbitrary 
tic. For a poset 
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9.3. The Euler- Poincare’ characteristic of ( n ) satisfies the following 
properties : 
(n)))- 1 =Ln(n”(n -2)!), 
(n )) is sheliable (this rebult is due to Graw) and therefore: 
(n))) = 1 t h2(li - 2)(Mix( (n))). 
For n = 3 one gets x( 
Combining this proposition with Corollary 8.7 one gets again Corollary 5.6. 
ositiorn .I. Let S = (X, A, V, p) be an information system which ix assumed as 
always to be full” faithful. Let r = (r, Ea, Eb, o, t) be an arbitrary arsenal and let 
@ : r(S) + F be a homomorphism of the arsenal belonging to S (see 6.8) into T”. Then 
I( @( Ker f )) 5 size(f). 
This follows directly from 6.9 and the fact that I( G(x) 1 Q(y)) s 1(x 1 y). This 
proposition yields a universal strategy for proving lower bounds for the size of 
classification problems: To get lower bounds one has to construct an adequate 
arsenal I’ and a homomorphism of T(S) into I’. Assume this is possible and assume 
further that I( @(ker f )) can be computed, then this number is a lower bound for 
size( f ). We will give an example of this strategy in this section. 
.2. Let A be the quotient ring of the (commutative) polynomial ring 
4It,, t1, t2, l l *I GWT the ring Z of integers in enumerable many variables by the 
ideal generated by all quadratic polynomials ti( tj + 1). Let R be the following binary 
relation over A: 
f(s9 t1, . . .)Rg( t(-J, t,, . . .) if either one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) g(ta,t,,=**)=f(to,tl,*.~,~i-l,ti,~~+1,.**,~-1,ti,~+r,~=.), 
(2) g(t09 ll9 l 0 0) =f(fO, tl 9 l l l 9 ti-l 9 $9 ti+l 9 l l l 9 5-l 9 ti, $+I 9 l l l ), 
obtained from f by i tifying variables or by transposing variables. 
e transitive closure 0 Let [f ] be the equivalence class 
[f I:= k: *g and gR*f ). 
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To every natural number n we consider the following finite subposet & of A: 
Let.f,(f,. q,-~, Q_,) be the following polynomial: 
where the sum is running over all 14; = niE, ti, for which there is a j E { J,2,. . . , n} 
such that the jth bit in the binary representation of all i E I coincides. Now define 
A, := A zM,l (see 6.1). 
(b.3. A,, is a finite poset. Following 63.1, A, defines an arsenal a,, the underlying 
poset of which is A,,. &, the set of amalgamations, can be identified with the jet 
of all ([f], [g]) where g can be obtained from f by identifying two variables, say 
ti and G. I!$,, the 3et of branchings, consists of pairs ([g], [f]), such that the inverse 
amalgamation ([f], [g]) satisfies the following property: If g is obtained from f by 
identifying ti and z’,.~ then the coefficients of ti and $ in f are both equal to 1. 
a,, is an arsenal and there is a homomorphism of arsenals 
@:b,-+a,,. 
This homomorphism can be constructed as follows: Let c be an element of b,, 
and let C = (B,, .f) be a classification problem with kerf= c (see 6.8). Without 
restriction of generality we Giiil emme ‘ihat Im f = { 1,2, .. . , m). Let 
the closure of ure(f; i) in COMJ( B,,). Consider the following polynomial: 
-- 
: := , (f) c x( (f; i,) n Pure(f, i2) n l l l n 
il<iiz<---<il, 
Then Qi defined by @(ker f) := [ cp( f )] is the desired homomorphism of arsenals. 
.S. I(@(kerf ))ssize(f). 
This work was written when the author was in P986 on leave at the Laboratoire 
Jnformatique Theorique et Progra ation, JJniversite Paris VI. would like to 
thank .J. Werstzl, .J. Sakarovitch, Ch. utenauer and many others for their hospitality. 
The definition of the boolean arsenal b,,, being the starting point for a general theory 
of arsenals, was the result of a discussion with raw at t 
in Warsaw. 
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